ORDERING CODES - Series C4A, C4B, C4D, C44, C20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cxx</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>6100</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Tolerance J = ± 5%  K = ± 10%

Only Box Types à different letter for each case dimensions BxHxL

Box Capacitors

A1 = Copper wire terminals d = 0.8 mm
A3 = Copper wire terminals d = 1.2 mm
ZA = Lug terminals - Style "A"
ZB = Lug terminals - Style "B"
ZC = Lug terminals - Style "C"
ZD = Lug terminals - Style "D"
ZE = Lug terminals - Style "E"

Capacitance code in picofarads (pF)
6 = Number of zeros to be added to the capacitance value
100 = First 3 figures indicating the capacitance value

Terminals code

1 = Single faston 2.8mm  
2 = Single faston 6.35 mm
3 = Double faston 6.35 mm  
M = M3 screw terminals
N = M4 screw terminals  
O = M5 screw terminals
P = M6 screw terminals  
S = M12 screw terminals
R = Copper wire terminals  
W = Double copper wire terminals
X = Flat rigid connection  
Z = Special terminal
0 = No terminations  
Y = Flat flexible connection

Case and fixing bolt code

A = Plastic case without bolt  
B = Box plastic case
O = Uncased capacitor  
E = Cylindrical alu-case without bolt
F = Cylindrical alu-case with M8 bolt  
G = Cylindrical alu-case with M12 bolt
H = Oval alu-case without bolt  
I = Oval alu-case with M8 bolt
L = Oval alu-case with M12 bolt  
M = Parallelepipedal plastic case
N = Parallelepipedal steel case  
U = Polyester film coating
Z = Special case

Rated D.C. voltage Un code

B = 160 V  
C = 200 V
D = 250 V
F = 400 V  
G = 450 V
E = 300 V
I = 630 V  
L = 500 V
H = 600 V
M = 850 V  
J = 700 V
K = 750 V
R = 1400 V  
N = 1000 V
P = 1200 V
U = 1700 V  
S = 1500 V
T = 1600 V
X = 2400 V  
V = 1800 V
W = 2000 V
Y = 3000 V  
Z = Special Voltage

Standard models

Application code:
A = Commutation MKP
B = Snubber alu-case MKP
D = Commutation MKT
E = Filter MKP
R = Clamper
S = Snubber box case

Safety device models

Application code:
H = Commutation MKP
L = Snubber alu-case MKP
M = Commutation MKT
P = Filter MKP
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WARNING
DO NOT MISAPPLY CAPACITORS FOR POWER ELECTRONICS

KEMET is not responsible for any extent of possible damages to persons or things, of any kind, caused by the improper installation and application of capacitors for power electronics.

1.0 MISAPPLICATION FORMS

Common misapplications which may cause failures:

1.1 Ripple current or peak current or voltage above specification.
1.2 Application voltages beyond surge voltage specified.
1.3 Temperature exposures beyond specified limits.
1.4 Unusual service conditions:
   - unusual mechanical shocks and vibrations,
   - corrosive and abrasive particles in cooling air,
   - conducting dust in the cooling air,
   - oil or water vapour or corrosive substances,
   - explosive gas or dust,
   - radioactivity,
   - unusual storage or transport temperature
   - excessive and rapid changes of ambient temperature or humidity,
   - service areas higher than 2000 m above sea level,
   - superimposed radiofrequency voltages.

In case of doubt between service conditions and correspondent capacitor performances, the Arcotronics Technical Service MUST be consulted by customer for approval.

1.5 APPLICATIONS ACROSS THE MAINS
The products of this catalogue fully comply with ECC Standard 89/366 but are not suitable for applications “Across the Line” except the series C93 specifically designed for this purpose.

2.0 PERSONAL SAFETY

2.1 Electrical or mechanical misapplication of capacitor for power electronics may be hazardous. Personal injury or property damage may result from explosion of a capacitor or from the expulsion of oil due to mechanical disruption of a capacitor.

In case of injury or skin or eye exposure to oil, contact a physician immediately.

2.2 Don’t dispose of capacitors in fire, explosion may result.

Before using capacitors in any application, please read this Technical Information Bulletin carefully familiarizing yourself thoroughly with the information contained herein. Special care should be taken to assure that the capacitors are proper for your application and that warnings and instructions for use are followed.

CHECK in the intended application and operating conditions of the capacitor before using in any product to be sure that the capacitor is proper for your application.